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Abstract. The theory of confluent and coherent equational term-rewriting systems is carri 
to string-rewriting systems on partially commutative alphabets. It is shown that it is d 
whether or not a finite E-terminating string-rewriting system R on alphabet C is I?$-conv 
where E denotes the congruence induced by a partial commutativity relation C on 2: The main 
part of the paper gives a proof that a finite E-terminating string-rewriting system R is R,E- 
convergent if and only if certain minimal critical pairs are F-confluent, respectively E-coherent. 
1. Introduction 
Recently, partially commutative monoids are getting a lot of attention from 
computer scientists, since these monoids are useful in studying problems of concur- 
rency control [ 1,111. Here we investigate the possibility of solving the word problem 
for these monoids by using the technique of rewriting. However, the first problem 
already occurs when we want to choose the kind of rewriting systems that we want 
to use. Pure string-rewriting systems are not well suited for this task, since there are 
even free partially commutative monoids z*/ = E such that there is no finite 
CanOniCd string-rewriting system on 2 that generates the congruence =E [Id]. Here 
=E is the congruence on c* induced by a concurrency relation c on 2. Therefore 
we have chosen to apply the technique of equational rewriting. 
For term-rewriting systems this technique has been widely studied due to the fact 
that without separating them into an equational part and a part used for reductions, 
many systems imply cannot be completed [WO]. In fact, the notions investigated 
in this paper for finite string-rewriting systems modulo a partial commutativity 
relation are taken from Jouannaud [9]. 
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Let R be a finite rewriting system on C. Then R/E denotes the reduction relation 
on the free partially commutative monoid z*/ = E induced by R. If every letter 
commutes with every other letter, i.e., C = (2 x 2) - {(a, a) 1 a E Z}, then it is decid- 
able whether or not the relation R/E is confluent, and in case it is not confluent, 
a finite system R. can be computed by completion such that R. is equivalent o R, 
and R$ E is canonical [2,7]. However, in general we cannot deal with this relation 
directly, since as shown by Diekert [6], even when R contains finitely many rules 
only, R/E may have infinitely many incomparable critical pairs. In fact, Narendran 
and Otto have shown that it is undecidable in general whether or not the relation 
R/E is confluent [13]. Therefore, we shall introduce a reduction relation +R$, 
which is a restriction of R/E, and we shall see that this relation is sufficient to 
compute normal forms (modulo E), if the system R is R,E-convergent. 
For an E-terminating system R, R,E-convergence can be verified by checking all 
critical pairs that result from overlapping left-hand sides of rules of R with one 
another for E-confluence, and by checking all critical pairs that result from overlap- 
ping a left-hand side of a rule of R with any side of an equation in E for E-coherence. 
Whenever two words u and v overlap at position i of u, then there exists a minimal 
unifier for this overlap, and this minimal unifier can be determined in polynomial 
time. Further, it is sufficient o check those critical pairs for E-confluence, respectively 
E-coherence, that result from minimal unifiers. Thus, only finitely many critical 
pairs must be checked. Since the congruence =E is decidable [ 151, the reduction 
+&E is effective, and hence, one can decide whether or not R is R,E-convergent. 
Based on this test for R,E-convergence an E-completion procedure can be 
designed that tries to generate an R,E-convergent system from an E-terminating 
nonconvergent system. However, since this task only amounts to applying well- 
known techniques [lo], we do not present an E-completion procedure xplicitly. 
Here we always assume that the system R under consideration is E-terminating. 
AS observed by Diekert [6], each free partially commutative monoid admits a 
well-ordering that is compatible with the monoid operation. Now let R be a rewriting 
system on 2, and let RI be obtained from R by deleting all rules (Z, v) from R that 
satisfy I= E c Then the system RI is equivalent o R modulo E, and RI can be 
oriented such that the resulting system is E-terminating. This makes our restriction 
less severe. 
utative monoids and equational string-rewriting systems 
Let C be a finite alphabet. Then C* denotes the set of all words over C including 
the empty word 1. For w E Z*, 1 WI denotes the length of w, and 1 wIa denotes the 
a-length of w (a EZ’). For WEZ*, aZph( w) denotes the set of letters that occur in 
W, i.e., alph( w) = {a E C I lwia > 0). A s usual, the concatenation of words u and v is 
written as uv. 
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A concurrency relation C on alphabet C is an irreflexive symmetric relation 
C c C x 2. If (a, 6) E C, we say that a and 6 commute. The congruence on C* 
induced by the set of equations E = ((ab, ba) 1 (a, 6) E C} is written as =E. It is the 
reflexive and transitive closure of the following relation HE: 
u&v iff 3x,y~Z*3(a,b)~C: u=xabyandv=xbay. 
The monoid C*/ = E is the free partially commutative monoid generated by C with 
respect o the concurrency relation C. 
U 
U 
Two words u, v E C* are independent if alph( u) x alph( v) c C, i.e., every letter of 
commutes with every letter of v. In particular, if u and v are independent, hen 
and v have no letter in common. 
For computing in Z*/ = E the following result is very helpful. 
Theorem 1 (Cori and Perrin 141). Let C be a concurrency relation on C. For all 
w, x, y, 2 E Z”, x_y = E wz if and only if there exist sl, s2, s3 9 s4 E c* such that x = E sls2, 
y”Es3s4, w=Es1s39 and z = E ~2~4, where s2 and s3 are independent. 
A rewriting system R on C is a subset of 1c* x Z*, the elements of which are 
called (rewrite) rules. By +z we denote the reduction relation on C* induced by R. 
It is the reflexive and transitive closure of the single-step reduction relation --+R, 
which is defined. as follows: 
u+Rv iff 3x,yEZ*3(l,r)ER:u=xlyandv=xry. 
Finally, by =A we denote the congruence on C* induced by R u E, which is the 
reflexive and transitive closure of the relation HA := *R u +R u HE. The monoid 
z*/=A is the factor monoid of the free partially commutative monoid x*/=E 
modulo the congruence induced by R. 
Using R and E we define several additional reduction relations on C*: 
(i) u+R/E 9 if and only if there exist words x, y E C* such that 
u =Ex jR y=E v, i.e., -)R/E = =E ’ jR 0 = Em This relation simulates the reduction 
on 2*/ = E induced by R. All other reduction relations will be restrictions of this one. 
(ii) u + E-R v if and only if there exists a word x E z* such that u =E x +R V, 
i.e., -)&R = =E “R. 
(iii) u +R,E v if and only if there exist words ul, u2, v2 E C* and a rule (1, r) E R 
suchthatu==uIu2,u2=Elv2,andv= u1 m2. In this situation we say that v is obtained 
from u by an application of rule (1, r) modulo E at position lull + 1 of u. This relation 
will be referred to as R,E-reduction relation. 
Obviously, we have the following inclusions among the above reduction relations: 
A pair (p, q) of words is called 
E-confluent (p &g-R q) if and only if there exist words x, y E c* such that 
* 
p+E.R x =Ey +E.R 4, 
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0 R,E-confluent (pi gE q) if and only if there exist words X, y E C* such that 
p+7i_Ex=EY+~E~, 
o E-coherent if and only if there exists a word x E 2” such that p + R,E x &$R q. 
The rewriting system R is called 
E-Church-Rosser if, for all u, 0 E c”, u =A 27 in’@% that u $g_~ 0, 
E-conJluent if, for all u, v, w E C *, u -)gaR v and u +gaR w imply that v $& w, 
E-terminating if the relation +R/E is Noetherian, 
R,E-convergent if R is E-terminating and E-confluent, and R,E is E-coherent. 
Here the relation + R,E (or R, E for short) is called E-coherent if, for all u, v, W, t E 
z*, u =E v and u +R,E t +& w imply that (v, w) is E-coherent. 
If R is E-terminating, then the relations +R, +R,E, +E_R, and +R/E are all 
Noetherian. Let IRR( R, E) and IRR( E. R) denote those words from C* that are 
irreducible modulo +r/E or ‘-)E R respectively. If u is irreducible module +R,E .
(* ~~),and w-*& u (w +EsR u), then u is called an R,E-normalform (E.R-normal 
jkm) of w. Obviously, IRR(E.R)c IRR(R,E). 
All these notions are direct translations of the corresponding notions for term- 
rewriting systems as considered by Jouannaud in [9], where we interpret a string- 
rewriting system as a term-rewriting system containing only unary function symbols. 
It should be noted that the reduction relations introduced above differ from the 
reduction modulo an equivalence relation as considered by Huet [8]. 
Since the Church-Rosser property and the property of confluence are equivalent 
notions for rewriting systems in general [S], we have the following result. 
Lemma 2. Let R be a rewriting system on C. R is E-Church- Rosser if and only if R 
is E-confluent. 
Since the congruence =E is decidable in polynomial time, the reduction relation 
-*E-R is effective. Thus, if R is a finite E-terminating rewriting system on C that is 
also E-confluent, then the relation + E-R can be used to effectively solve the word 
problem for the monoid z*/=A. 
If R is length-reducing, i.e., Ill > 1 1 f r or each rule (Z, r) E R, then the system R u E 
is preperfect if and only if R is E-confluent (cf., e.g., [3,13]). In general it is 
undecidable whether or not a finite string-rewriting system is preperfect [12]. Book 
and Liu [3] raise the question of whether this problem becomes decidable in the 
situation where E is induced by a concurrency relation C on C. As shown by 
Narendran and Otto [13], this restricted problem of preperfectness is still undecid- 
able. So it is undeciaable in ,g’ Teral whether or not a finite rewriting system R 
containing only length-reducin, rules is E-confluent. 
If R is R,E-convergent, hen certainly R is E-confluent, i.e., R,E-convergence is
;1 sufficient condition for E-confluence. In the following we will show that the 
property of R, E-convergence isdecidable for finite E-terminating rewriting systems. 
Consequently, we will mainly be dealing with the reduction elation +R,E. 
The following result explains the importance of the notion of E-coherence. 
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Lemma 3. Let R be a rewriting system on C. If R, E is E-coherent, hen IRR( E. R) = 
IRR(R,E). 
Proof. Let x E c* be reducible modulo +E_R , i.e., x =E xtlyl +R xl ry, for some 
x1, y1 E C* and (2, r) E R. Since R, E is E-coherent, there exists some z E C* such 
that x +R,E z and z J, g_R xlryl . Thus, x is also reducible modulo +R,E . Hence, 
IRR(E.R) = IRR(R,E). 0 
Finally, we have the following fundamental result. 
Theorem 4. Let R be an E-terminating rewriting system on C. Then the following 
statements are equiqalen t : 
( 1) R is R,E-convergent. 
(2) For all u, V E 2” and all X, y E IRR(R,E), if U =A V, U + $,E X, and V ‘)*R,E y, 
then x =Ey. 
Proof. (l)+(2): Let u, v E c* and x, y E IRR( R,E) such that u =A v, u +& x, and 
v -*g E y. Then x =A y. Since R is E-confluent, it is E-Church-Kosser, and so 
x J,& y. Since R,E is E-convergent, IRR(R,E)=IRR(E.R) by Lemma 3. Thus, 
X =Ey- 
(2)*(l): Let u, v, w ~2” such that u +& v and u -5.R w. Since R is E- . 
terminating, there are x, y E IRR( R, E) such that v +& x and w + & y. Since 
v =A w, (2) implies that x ‘Ey, i.e., v iz,E w and so in particular v iE.R w. Hence, 
R is E-confluent. Let u, v, w, t E c* such that v =E u +R,E t +g_R w. Since R is 
E-terminating, there are x, y E IRR( R,E) such that v +& x and w *& y. Now 
by (2) v =A w implies that x =Ey. If v and x are identical, then 
* + u -)R,E t -*E-R w + R,E y = E x = v = E u, i.e., U + R/E U contradicting the fact that 
R is E-krminating. Thus, v and x are not identical, i.e., v +R,E vo+$E 
X =Ey +& w. Hence, R,E is E-coherent, and so R is R,E-convergent. q 
Theorem 4 shows that, if R is R,E-convergent, the reduction relation +%E is 
sufficient o effectively solve the word problem for the monoid z*/=A. This justifies 
our interest in the following decision problem. 
INSTANCE: A concurrency relation C on alphabet 2, and a finite E-terminating 
string-rewriting system R on C. 
QUESTION: Is R R,E-convergent? 
3. A necessary and sufficient condition for 
In order to localize the tests for E-confluence and E-coherence we now introduce 
the notion of critical pair. 
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Let U, t, E C+. We say that v overlaps u at position i (1 G i s It&, if u = ulu2 with 
lull= i - 1, and there exist words X, y E 2” such that u2x = E by. The pair (x, y) is 
then called a uniJier of v on u at position i. 
If (I,, rl), (12, rz) E R such that l2 overlaps l1 at position i (1 s is i$l), then 
{(r*x, u,r,Y)l~,Y~~*JI= u1 u2 with lu,l = i - 1, and u2 x = E 12y} is the set of E-critical 
pairs of rule ( 12, r2) on rule ( 11, r,) at position i. ne set LJNF( I,, 12, i) = 
{(x, Y) lb= uIu2 with lull = i- 1, and u2x = E 12y) is the set of unifiers of rule ( 12, r2) 
on rule (II, rl) Gt position i. 
Apart from overlaps of rules of R on rules of R we also must consider overlaps 
of rules of R on equations from E. Let (1, r) E R and (ab, ba) E E. If ab overlaps I
at position i (1 Gi~I~l),thenl=u,u,,luil=i-l,and u2X=&yforsomewords 
x, y E C*. Since u,bay =E u,aby =E uIu2x = lx -)R rx, this OVerkQ yields the critical 
pair (rx, u1 bay). However, u1 bay --, R,E rx, and so this critical pair resolves modulo 
*r/E l 
If, however, l overlaps a6 at position 2, then {( bax, ary) I X, y E Z*, 6~ =E b} is 
the set of E-critical pairs of rule (1, r) on the left-hand side of the equation (ab, ba) 
(at position 2), and LJNF( ab, 1,2) = {(x, y ) I bx = E ly} is the set of unifiers of rule (1, r) 
on the left-hand side of the equation (ab, ba ) (at position 2). 
Let CP( RR) denote the set of E-critical pairs resulting from overlapping rules 
of R with one another, and let CP( R, E) denote the set of E-critical pairs resulting 
from overlapy;ing a rule of R with any side of an equation of E at position 2. 
The critical pairs CP( R, R) and CP( R, E) can be used to formulate necessary 
and sufficient conditions for R to be &E-convergent. 
Lemma 5. Let R be a rewriting system on C. If R is R,E-convergent, then each critical 
pair (p, q)E CP(R,R) is E-confluent, and each critical pair (p, q) E CP(R,E) is 
E-coherent. 
Proof. Let ( p, q) E CP( R, R), i.e., there are rules ( 11, rl), (l,, r2) E R and words X, y C= 
~*suchthat,forsomei~{1,2,...,~1~)},1~=u~u2,~u,~=i-1,u2~ =E1 y,andp=r,x, 
q=u&y. Then p=r$ +R11x=u1u2x =~u&y+~u~r~y=q, i.e., p =A$ Hence 
by Theorem 4, p J & q, and so (p, q) is E-confluent. 
Let ( p, q) E CP( R, E), i.e., there are an equation (ab, ba) E E, a ru!ti (l, r) E R, and 
words X, y E c* such that bx =E ly, p = bax and q = ary. Then p = 
bax = E abx = E aly +R ary = q, i.e., p 9E.R q. By Lemma 3 there exists a word z E C* 
such that p *R,E Z. Then z = A q, and so by Theorem 4, 2 J g,E q implying that ( p, q) 
is E-coherent. 0 
In order to prove the converse of Lemma 5 we introduce the following relations 
on C*. Let u, vE C*. 
u+v iff 3x,y~~*:xyf1andu=xvy. 
2.4~v iff u- R/E 2, or * ‘f/E v* 
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Hence, u +ZJ if and only if v is a proper factor of u, which is a well-founded partial 
ordering on 2”. The relation BflE, which extends +, is easily seen to also be a 
well-founded partial ordering, and so is the relation +&, if R is E- Noetherian. 
Now the transitive closure I-* of I- = +R/ E u )f/~ is also a well-founded partial 
ordering, since if u + R/E V, then also XUY + R/E XVy for all X, y E Z”, and so +%/E 
being well-founded implies that I-* is well-founded. In the following this ordering 
will simply be denoted by >, as will be the multiset ordering on C* induced by >, 
which is well-founded as well [S]. 
Let U, v E C* such that u =A V, and let u = ~0 HA ~1 HA l l l HA u,, HA u,,+* = v be 
a sequence transforming u into v. With this sequence we associate the multiset 
M,,v = (~0, ~1,. . 99 un, W,+I }. If MU o c {w} for some w E 2*, then we say that the 
above sequence connects u and v below w. 
Now we have introduced all the necessary notionc to prove the following technical 
result. 
Lemma 6. Let R be E-terminating, and let w E C*. Assupe that for all critical pairs 
( p, q) E CP(R,R), if w > p and w > q, ( p, q) is E-confluent, and for all critical pairs 
(p, q) E CP(R, E), if w >p and w B q, (p, q) is E-coherent. Then for all u, 3 E Z*, if 
u and v are connected below w, then u & v. 
Lemma 6 states that if all critical pairs containing only elements of size not 
exceeding w are E-confluent, respectively E-coherent, then two words u, v E C* that 
can be connected below w have R,E-descendants that are equal modulo E. In 
particular, if all critical pairs from CP( R,R) are E-confluent, and all critical pairs 
from CP( R,E) are E-coherent, then R is R,E-convergent by Theorem 4. Thus, we 
have the following result. 
Theorem 7. Let R be an E-terminating rewriting sy.~ ‘yt on 2% Then R is R, E-convergent 
if and only if each critical pair ( p, q) E CP( RS R) is E-confluent, and each critical pair 
(p, q) E CP(R,E) is E-coherent. 
Although it can be checked effectively whether or not a given critical pair is 
E-confluent or E-coherent, this result do., not immediately give an algorithm for 
deciding R,E-convergence. The reason for this is the fact that each overlap yields 
infinitely many critical pairs. In the next section we will show how to get rid of all 
but finitely many of these critical pairs by concentrating on so-called minimal critical 
pairs. 
Proof of Lemma 6. Let w E 2*, and assume that, for all p, q E 2*, w > p and w > q, 
if (p, q) E CP(R,R), then (p, q) is E-confluent, and if (p, q) E CP(R,E), then (p, q) 
is E-coherent. We must show that, for all u, v E 27, if u= 
Uo HA UI HA l l l t-_(A U, HA u,,+] = V, and ,,,:={uo, ul, l l l , u,,~ u,+J<(wL then 
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u S%,E v* Let U,VEP such that there is a sequence u = 
uoHAu,H,c. ’ HA U, HA %+I =v, for which Mu,,={uo, ul ,..., u,, u,,+,}<(w). 
We now proceed by m4tiset induction. 
Induction basis: (a) n = -1, i.e., u = uO= u,,+~ = v. Clearly, u & v. 
(b) n=~,i.e.,u=uoHAu1=v.~fuOHEul,thenu=uo-*~,E~g=E~1~$E~l= 
V, i.e., u & 21. If u()+R u1 or if u. +R ul, then also u J*,, 2). 
Induction hypothesis: For all Ml = {x0, xl, . . . , x,,,, x,,,+~}, if Ml c Mu,” and 
xo HA XI HA l l *HAx~+I, then XO+!$E &+I= 
Induction step: Part (a) n ~1, i.e., U=UOHAU~HAU~=V. 
(i) u. HE ul HE u2 : Then u = u. d& u. = E u2 +-& v. 
(ii) u. HE ul +RU2: Then u=u()+& uO=Eul c’& u2=u. 
(iii) u. jR ul HE u2 : Analogously to (ii). 
(iv) Uo HE Ul +R u2 : Then ul = x,lx, and u2 = xl m2 for some rule (Z, r) E R, and 
ul = yIaby2, u. = ylbay2 for some (a, 6) E C. Based on the two factorizations of ul 
we distinguish several cases. 
( ) 01 xl = ylaby3, where y2 = y3Zx2. Then u 2 = y1 aby3rx2 and u. = y1 bay3Zx2. Hence, 
UO+RYlbaY3m2 =EYlabY3a2= U2, i-e*, UO &E U2e 
(P) Xl =y,a and Zx2= by,. Then u2 = yl arx2, and there is a word II E C* such that 
Z = bZl and y2 = 4x2. Hence, (bal, , ar) E CP( R,E ). Since ar < bal, G u. c w, this 
critical pair is E-coherent by our assumptions, i.e., there is a z E C* such that 
bal, *R,E 2 &g_R arm Hence, 
u. = yl bal, x2 +@R,E Ylzx2 &%.R Ylarx, = u2, 
and so there are words zl , z2 E C* such that 
YlZX2 9z.R Zl HE l l l HE 22 *E.R ~2. 
Let M1={y,zx2 ,..., z1 ,..., z2 ,..., u,} be the multiset corresponding to this 
sequence. Since uO +& x for all x E { ylz&, . . . ,Zl,***, z2} and ul +&E x for all 
Xe42,--,Zzh Ml < { uo, ul , u,} = Mu,, . Hence, by induction hypothesis, 
YlZX2 ig,E U2, and SO UO+R,E YlZx2+& Z3 =EZ4 +g,E U2 for SOme Z3, Z4E x*, i.e., 
UO4ii.E U2* 
cd Yl= xl 1, , Z = Z,abZ2, and y2 = Z2x2. Then u. = x1 II baZ2x2, and so 
i.e., UQ *R,E U2. 
m Yl = ~1 I, and Z = Z,a, x2 = by2 or yl = x,Zx3 and x2 = x3aby2. Then 
UO=XJ&J.J~ HEx1Z,aby2= x~Z~JJ~+R xlrby2 = x1rx2= u2, 
respectively 
uO= xlZx3bay2 HE xlZx3aby2 +R xlrx3aby2 = xlrx2 = u2, 
i.e., u. jRE u2. 
(v) uo f-R ~1 HE ~2: Analogously to (iv). 
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(vi) uQjR u1 +R u2 or u. tR ul +R u2: trivial. 
(vii) uO-)R ul ‘R u2: trivial. 
(viii) uO +R u1+ r. u2: Then ul= x&y1 = x2&, where (I,, r,), ( 12, 13) E R u. = 
x1 rly, , and u2 = xzr2y2. If lx~~~ I&~ or 1x212 IxJJ, then the distinguished occurrences 
of I, and l2 in u do not overlap, and hence, u. Jg,, u2. 
If x1 = ~223, 2, = Zay3, and y2 =y3y1, where Z2 = 134, then u. = ~2l3rlyl and u2 = 
~2r2y3yl. NOW (r2~3,l3r,) E CP(R,R), and since r2y3 G ~2 < w ad 13rl s ~0 c W, this 
critical pair is E-confluent, i.e., there exist zl, z2e C* such that 
r2y3 +%.R z1 = E z2 d.R l3b Thus, uo= x213rlYl d.R x2z2Yl = E x2zlyl +%.R 
x2r2Y3Y1 = u2. Let uo9.. . , x2z2yI,. . . , x2zly1,. . , u2 be the corresponding sequence, 
and let M1 be the multiset A& = {uO, . . . , x2z2y1, . . . , x2zlyl, . . . , u2}. Since U, +& x 
for all x E M,, we have MI < (u,) c Mu,v. Thus, by induction hypothesis, u. &z,E u2. 
If the distinguished occurrences of I, and l2 in tll overlap in a different way, the 
result follows in an analogous manner. This completes Part (a). 
Part (b) n > 1, i.e., u = u. HA u1 HA u2 Hz u, HA unfl. Again we distinguish 
several cases. 
0 i u = Uo +R U1 HE ~2 HE l l l HE U, HE 24,+1: By induction hypothesis 
u. J & un, i.e., u. + & g, = E g2 *& u, for some g,, g2 E C*. Since R is E- 
terminating, we have U, #E g2, and so u, +R,E h -*& g2 = E gl *-%,E 240. Hence, 
= v1v2 with 
;:, b)EC 
v2 =E lv3 for some (1, r) E R such that h = v,rv3, and u, = xlabx2 with 
such that u”+, = x1 bax,. Based on the two factorizations of u, we distin- 
guish several cases. 
( ) o VI = x1 abx3 and ~2 = ~3~2. Then 
%+1 = x1 bax3v2 = E XlbaX&3 +R xlbax3rv3 HExlabx3rv3 = vgv3 = h. 
Let Ml={uO ,..., g, ,..., g2 ,..., h, x1 bax3rv3} be the set corresponding to the 
sequence u. +g,E g, =E g2 +& h HE x, bax3rv3. Then u1 ++R/E x for all x E MI, 
and so Ml < {u,} < Mu,“, i.e., by induction hypothesis, u. &g,E xlbax3rv3 +R,E un+,. 
(P) v2 = x,abx, and x1 = v1x4. Then lv3 =E v2 = x4abx2 = E x4bax2, and hence, 
WI+1 - - v,x4bax2 =E V11V3 +R Vul?‘V3 = h, i.e., U,,+l +R,E h. ThUS, UO &g,E U,+l. 
(Y) VI = xla and v2 = bx,, i.e., u, = x,abx2 =E xIalv3 jR xIarv3 = h. Then 
(bax,, arv3) E CP( R,E), and since arv3 < bax, G ur;+: < w, this critical pair is E- 
coherent, i.e., bax, +R,E z +gsR z1 = E z2 +g_R arV3. ThUS, U,,+l = X1 bax, +R,E 
xlz -)gsR xlz] =Ex1z2 +BR xlarvp h. Let M,={g, ,..., g2,..0,h,...,xlz2,..., 
xl&~**, x12} be the multiset corresponding to the sequence g, = E g2 + *R,E h + t&R 
x122 =ExlZl +3*E.R xlz. Then u1 +E x for all XE MI, and so MI <(uJ<M,,,. 
Thus, by induction hypothesis, g, $2~ x,z, and so UO + z,E gl $5,~ X9 + R,E %+I = 
() ii u= Z&+RU~~-)E~~~HE’ ’ *HEu~+Ru~+,: By induction hypothesis there 
exist h,, h2E C* such that u1 +$,E h, =E h2 +z,E u~+~. Since R is E-terminating, 
and since u1 +R/E u,,+~, we see that u1 # E hl, i.e., U1 *R,E W1 -*%,E h =E hz 
+x,E u,,+~. Thus, the situation is shown as in Pig. 1. 
. UQ &g,E WI, i.e., u. +$E g, =E g2 +g,E wl for some words gl, g2 E c*. 
n+l 
Fig. 1. 
Assume for the moment that this claim has already been established, and let 
M1={uo,. ..,gl,.. .,g2,. .., w, ,..., hl,.. .,h2,. .., Un+*}, i.e., M, is the multiset 
corresponding to the sequence u. *& g, = E g2 C$E w1 +& hl =E h2 +& un+l. 
Since u1 -*& x for all x E M,, Ml C (84,) C M,, , and so by induction hypothesis, 
u. J,*,, u”+~. It remains to prove the above ciaim. 
Proof of the claim. We have the following situation: u1 = xlllyl +R xlrlyl = uo, 
where (It, rl) E R, and ul = x2y2, where y2 =E i2z2, (12, r2) E R, and wl = x2r222- Again 
we distinguish several cases based on the two factorizations of ul. 
(I) lx+Ixlrll, i.e., x2=x111y3, and y1=y3y2 =&2z2* Then uO= 
xlhy3y2 =E~l~ly312~2+R~lrlY3r2Z2, and wl = Xlb3r2Z2+R wv3r2z2, i.e., 
UO+R,E xlrly3 2 r z2+Rwl. 
(2) 1x11~ lx21 < )x,z,~, i.e., ~2 = ~123, II = 13Z4, and y2 = Z4yl. Then wl = xJ3r2z2, Ilyl = 
r,hY 1 =E 131222, and 241 = x1 1314yl =E Xll3Z2Z2. Hence, & OVelhps II at position 1131-k 1, 
and so (r,y,, 13r2z2) E CP(R,R). Since 13r2z2 < u1 c w and rlyl s uo< w, this critical 
pair is E-confluent by hypothesis, i.e., there exist words ul, v2 E C* such that 
l3r222 --j d R VI = E 292 +hR rly,. Hence, U()=xlrlyl +g.R x1212 =Exl& +& x&z2= 
wl. Let M1={uo,. . .,x1v2,. . . ,xlv,,. . . , w,} be the multiset corresponding to this 
sequence. Since ul -*& x for all x E MI, Ml C {u,} < M,,, , and so u. $& w1 by 
induction hypothesis. 
(3) 1~~1 s x11, i.e., x1 = x2y3, and y2=y3h Then uO=~2y3~lyl~ where y3b= 
Y2 =El222- 
(3.1) x2 Z 1: Then x2 is a prefix of uo, ul, and wl, i.e., we can write uo= x2& 
Ul =x2u~, and w1 =x2wy. Let Ml = {u& uy, . . . , WY} be the multiset corresponding 
to the sequence u~&&HE-**HEw~&w~. NOW u,>~/~x for all XE 
1 
0 
k-•, w%“l 'f/E + RIEU~,~~~~~~~/EW~-*R,EW~~~~~,M~<{~~}<M~,~, 
and so by induction hypothesis u8 .& WY. This implies that u. = ~~2.48 4 s,& x2wy = w, . 
(3.2) X2= 1: Then Ul =J’2=Y3!1Y1+RY3rlyl = Uo, and Ul=y2 =&Z2+Rr2Z2= 
wl, that is, UO‘RUI = ~311~1 HE l l l HE ~2 = 22~2 +R r2z2 = We. Let MI = 
{ UO,Ul,-, ~2) be the multiset corresponding to this sequence xcluding the last 
step. By case (i) we have u. && w,, i.e., u. +& v1 = E v2 +& w2 for some vl, v2 E 
c? SinCe R is E-terminating, w2 f E v2, which means that w2 *R,E P,,,+~ -*$$ v2 
for some pm+l EC*. The first reduction step is split as follows: 
“‘zHEPIHE~ l H~p,,,+‘~p,,,+l* Vxs, we have the diagram as shown in Fig. 2. 
Hence, w2 = z2z2=x3y3 "Eprn = x313z3 *R x3r3z3 = pm+l, where (h, r3) E R. 
If 1x312 IrZl, then x3 = Z2z4 and z2 = z4y3 =E z4Z3z3 +R z4r3z3, ie., z2 +R,E z4r3z3. 
Thus, w, = r2z2 *R,E r2z4r3z3 +R 12z4r3z3=X3r3z3 =&+I, k, wl &i&&+1. 
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if Ix31 c I12i, then Z2 = X3y4 and y3 = y4Z2 =E 1323 +R r3z3. Thus, & overhps l2 at 
position IX&-l, and (~2~ ,x3r323)E cp(R,R). Since x~~~z~<x&~= p,,, =Eul< IV, 
and r2z, c w2 =E 241 c w, this critical pair is E-confluent. Hence, there exist h, , h2 E 2* 
such that &,+I = x3r3z3 +g# h, =E h2 +& r2z2= wl. Let M2 = {w,, . . . , h2,. . . , 
h 1900-3 pm+,} be the multiset corresponding to this sequence. Then u1 = E w2 ‘R/E x 
for all x E M2, and so M2 c {u,} < Mu,“. Hence by induction hypothesis, w1 .& P~+~. 
Thus, in any case we have the situation shown in Fig. 3. Let M3 = 
1 UO,~.~,vl,...,v2,~.~,Pm+l,~~~,glr~~~,82,~~~, w,} be the multiset corresponding 
to the indicated sequence. Then u1 + & x for all x E M3, and so M3 < (u,} c Mu,, . 
Thus, u. J& w1 by induction hypothesis. This completes the proof of the above 
claim. Cl 
. . . 
( 1 111 u =uoHE- ’ HEU,+RU,,+~: Analogously to (i). 
(iv) U = UO =A Ui +R Ui+l =E Uj +R Uj+l =A Un+l = V for some indices 0 C i C j S n 
or 0~ i C j C n: Then Ml = {Ui, Ui+l, . . . g Uj, Uj+t) C Al,,,, and SO by induction 
hypothesis Ui +& v1 =E 02 +$,E Uj+l for some words vl, 212 E c*” Let M2= 
{UO,...,Ui,...,V~,...,V2,...,Uj+~,...,Un+~}. Since ui+l+i/Ex for all XE 
1 Ui,...,V1,...,2)2,..., Uj+,), we have M2 < M,,. Thus, by induction hypothesis 
uo 4X.E Un+l l 
( ) V u=uo=Eui-)Rui+~~~A*“HA~n+~ for some index OsiCn: Since Ml= 
{uo, = l l 9 ui9 ui+ll < Mu,v 9 there exist vI y v2 E c* such that u. +$,E t+ = E ~2 +-f$ ui+l 
by induction hypothesis. Let M2 = { vl, . . . , v2, . . . , tCi+l , . . . , u,,+,} be the multiset 
corresponding to the indicated sequence. Since Ui + GIE x for all x E 
{ v19 . . . . v2 ,..., ui+l19 M&!!;, v;; 1,. . . , u,,,,}~ Mu”. 
’ 
Hence, by induction 
hypothesis v1 & un+], and therewith u. & u,,+~. 
( ) vi u = u. HA l . l HA uj +R uj+ t =E u,+~ for some index 0 <j s n: Analogously 
to (v). 
Since cases (i) to (vi) cover all possibilities, this completes the proof of 
Lemma 6. 0 
Fig. 3. 
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4, Minimal critical pairs 
To check whether an E-terminating system R is R,E-convergent, we need to 
verify the following two conditions: 
(1) VP, 0 ~m-w): p &? 4. 
(2) v(P, 4) E WRE) 32 E C*: P +R,E 2 J%.R q- 
Since+R,E c +E.R, R is R,E-convergent, if conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied 
by -&, E -reductions instead of + ER-reductions. On the other hand, if R is R,E- 
convergent, hen x & $,E y for all X, y E C* such that x = A y. Hence, we can reformu- 
late the above statement as follows. 
Theorem 8. Let R be an E-terminating rewriting system on 2. ?&en R is R,E-convergent 
if and only if the following conditions are met: 
(1) VP, q) E WW): p i$,E q, and 
(2) v(P, q! E WJWJ 3X 2”: P -)R,E 2 &$E q* 
Unfortunately, whenever the sets CP( R,R) and CP( R,E) are nonempty, they are 
infinite. The reason for this is the fact that if v overlaps u at position i then there 
are infinitely many unifiers of ( u2, v), where u = u1 u2 and lu,l = i - 1. However, as 
in the case of free monoids, it is sufficient o deal with only one particular unifier 
in this situation, the so-called minimal unifier. 
Let UNF(u, v, i) = {(x, y) lx, y E z*, u = ulu2 with lull = i - 1, and u2x =E vy} be 
the set of unifiers of v on u at position i. A pair (x, y) E UNF( u, v, i) is called a 
minimal unifier of v on u at position i if, for all (x, , yl) E UNF( u, v, i), there exists 
a word z E c* such that x1 =E xz and y1 = E yz. As can be seen easily, if (x, y), and 
(x0, yO) are both minimal Unifiers Of v on u at position i, then x = E x0 and y = E y,, 
i.e., minimal unifiers are unique up to partial commutativity. Using Theorem 1 we 
will now prove that minimal unifiers always exist, and that they can be computed 
in polynomial time. 
Lemma 9. Let u, v c C + such that v overlaps uat position i. Then there xists a minimal 
unijer of v on u at position i. 
Proof. Let u = uIuz with lull = i- 1, and let (x, y) E UNF( u, v, i), i.e., u2x =E vy. By 
Theorem 1 there exist words sl, s2, s3, s4e c* such that u2 =E sIs2, x= E s3s4, 
v = E sIs3, and y = E ~2~4, where s2 and s3 are independent. Let f = s3 and g = s2. 
Then U2f =E sls2s3 =E sls3s2 =E vg, and so (f, g) is another unifier of v on u at 
position i. Obviously, x = E S3S4 = fS4 and y = E S-$4 = gS4. 
The words sl, s2, and s3 are uniquely determined by u2 and v (up to partial 
commutativity). Since (x, y) was chosen as an arbitrary unifier of v on u at position 
i, we can conclude that every unifier (x, , yl) E UNF( u, v, i) car, be written as x1 = E s3z 
and y1 = E s2z for some word z E c*. Thus, (s3, s2) is a minimal unifier of v on u at 
position i. 0 
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Using the above proof we can decide whether v overlaps u = u,u2 at position i, 
where lull = i - 1, and in the affirmative we can compute the minimal unifier as 
follows. For each a E 2, let j, = min{ Iu21a, IvIa}, let p1 be the word obtained from u2 
by keeping the j, left-most occurrences of a for each letter occurring in u2 and 
cancelling all other letters, let p2 be the word obtained from u2 by cancelling out 
pl, and let q1 and q2 be obtained from v in the same way. Then v overlaps u at 
position i if and only if u2 = E PI p2, 2) = E 4142 9 PI = E 41 9 and p2 and q2 are indepen- 
dent. Furthermore, if v overlaps u at position i, then ( p2, q2) is the minimal unifier 
of v on u at position i. Since the word problem for the free partially commutative 
monoid Z*/ =E can be solved in polynomial time, and since there are only a 
polynomial number of positions where overlaps can occur, this yields the following 
result. 
Theorem 10. Given a finite rewriting system R on 2, the sets of minimal critical pairs 
CPM( R,R ) and CPM ( R,E) can be determined in polynomial time. 
Here, CPM(R,R) (CPM(R,E)) consists of those critical pairs from CP(R,R) 
(CP( R,E)) that are obtained through minimal unifiers. 
It remains to prove that it suffices to consider the minimal critical pairs in order 
to proof that an E-terminating rewriting system R is R,E-convergent. 
Lemma 11. Let R be a rewriting system on 2. If all minimal critical pairs ( p, q) E 
CPM ( R, R ) are E-confluent, then all critical pairs ( r, s) E CP( R, R ) are E-confluent. 
Proof. Let (r, s) E CP( R,R), i.e., there are rules (II, rl)> (Z2, r2) G R, an integer i E 
(1 2 9 , . . . , IllI>, and a unifier (x, y) E uNF( I,, Z2, i) such that 1, = u1 u2, lu, I= i - 1, 
u2x =J2y, r=rlx, and s=u,r,y. 
Let (f, g) be the minimal unifier of I2 on I, at position i. Then u2 f =E 12g, and 
there is a word h EC* such that x = ,=fh and y =E gh. This minimal unifier yields 
the minimal critical pair (r,f; u,r,g) E CPv( R,R). 
By hypothesis this pair is Econfluent, i.e., there are zl, 2, E C* such that 
r,f+g_E.R zI =E~2 +& u,r2g. Hence, r= rlx =,+jh +ER z,h and s = ulr2y =E 
u,r,gh +& z2h implying that r -)& z,h =E z2h ~2.~ s, i.e., (r, s) is E-confluent. 
•1 
If R is R,E-convergent, then for each critical pair ( p, q) E CP( R,E) and each 
ZEZ”, if p +R,E z, then z ig,E q, since in this situation z =A q and Theorem 4 
applies. Thus, if for some (;, q) E CP( R,E) and some z E Z*, p +R,E z but z &z,E q 
does not hold, then R is not R,E-convergent. Therefore, in order to test E-coherence 
cf a critical pair ( p, q) E CP( R, E) we can concentrate on those particular words z 
that are obtained by a left-most reduction from ;g. IIere a reduction p +R,E z is 
called left-most, written as p --) k,E z, if p = p1p2 9 I p,( = i - 1, p2 = E lp3 +R rp3, and 
z = plrp3 for some rule (l, r) E R, and whenever p = p4ps = E p41, p6 +R p4rl p6 for 
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some rule ( 11, rl) E R, then lp41 3 i - 1, i.e., the ith position of p is the left-most at 
. 
which an +R,E - reduction is applicable. A critical pair ( p, 9) E CP( R,E) is called 
E-coherent modulo left-most reduction, if p is reducible modulo -+R,E, and there is 
a word z that is obtained from p by left-most reduction such that z $g,, q. 
Lemma 12. Let R be an E-terminating rewriting system on C such that all critical pairs 
(P, 4) (5 ~w?¶R) are E-con$uent. If all minimal critical pairs ( p, q) E CPM ( R, E) are 
E-coherent modulo left-most reduction, then all critical pairs (r, s) E CP( R,E) are 
E-coherent. 
Proof. Assume that all minimal critical pairs from CPM( R,E) are E-coherent 
modulo left-most reduction, but that there exist critical pairs in CP(R,E) that are 
not E-coherent. Let (p: q) E CP(R,E) be chosen such that (p, q) is not E-coherent 
and p is minimal with respect o the partial ordering > = b*. 
Since ( p, q) E CP( R,E), there exist a rule (1, r) E R and an equation (ab, ba) E E 
such that 1 overlaps ab at position 2, i.e., there are words X, y E c* such that bx = E ly, 
p=bax, and q=ary. 
The pair (x, y) is a unifier of (b, 1). The minimal unifier of (b, I) can be written 
as (sl, s2), where b =E~1~2, 1 = E s1s3, and s2 and s3 are independent. The resulting 
critical pair (has,, ars2) belongs to CPM( R, E), and so it is E-coherent modulo 
left-most redtction by hypothesis, i.e., there exists a word z E C* such that 
has, 9 kE z Jb.R ars2. Further, x =Es3h and y zEs2h for some hd*. 
Since b =E s1s2, we either have (i) s1 = 1 and s2 = b, or (ii) sl = b and s2 = 1. We 
investigate these two cases separately. 
(i) s1 =land~~=b,i.e.,l=.s,s,= s3, and b is independent of 2. Then bas3 = bal 
is +RE-reducible at position 3. Since has, *kE z is left-most, this reduction step 
is applied at a position is 3. Now bax =E balh = bas,h +R E zh implies that 
ba+R_, zh. Hence, p = bax -+ R,E zh $g.R ars2h =E ary = q, and SO (p, q) is E- 
coherent contradicting its choice. Thus, case (i) cannot occur. 
(ii) s1 = b and s2 = 1, i.e., 1 =E sls3 = bs3, x =E s3h, and y =E s2h = h. The minimal 
critical pair then is (has,, ar). 
If bas3 were reducible modulo ---) &E at position 1,2: or 3, then, as in case (i), 
bax =E baqh --, R,E zh k&R arh =E ary, and so (p, q) would be E-coherent. Thus, 
has, is not -+ RE-reduCible at one of these positions. Hence, we have the following 
situation: has, = bas,s, = E bas& u +R bw,r,u = z for some rule (l,, rl) E R, i.e l 9 
bas,r,uh = zh +R bas,l,uh = baxO HE bax, HE 9 l l HE bax,, = bax. 
Let i = min( j 1 ba3 +R,E z, =E zh for any 2,). ‘I’hen 0 < i c n, and baxi-1 +R,E 
G-1 =E zh fOrSOIlleZ~-l E C*. If the reduction baxi-1 +R,E Zi- 1 takes place at position 
1, 2, or 3, then bax-, R,E zi-1 results implying that the pair (p, q) is E-coherent. 
Hence, 
baxi-I= bay, y2 =E bay,lzv *R bay&v = zi_, zE Zh, 
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where (12, r2) E R, and bax,- 1 = bag, cdg2 I+ bag, dcg, = bax, FUX some pair (c, d) E C. 
Since baxi + R,E ~2 for any ~2 such that 22 = E zh, we have y, = g,c, and y2 = dg2. 
Thus, 4v = E dg2, and so (dcgz, cr24 E ~fYW3. Since 
dcg, = E cdg, <fbW,cdg, = E bax = p, this critical pair is E-coherent. Hence, there 
exists a word Zi E: C* such that baxi = bag,dcg, +R,E zi S_$R bag,cr,v = zi,1. 
Now let j = min{ k 1 baxk +R,E v = E Zi for any v) v (n + 1). Then 
baj-1 +R,E Zj-1 =E Zi fOI’ SOme Z’-1 E Z*, and if j s n, one can show as above that 
ba% ‘R,E zj for some zj E c* satisfying zj & & Zj-1. Continuing in this way we obtain 
the situation shown in Fig. 4. NOW the sequence q = E arh && zh =E Zi-1 . . . zk =E 2, 
contains only words v such that v c bax. All critical pairs from CP( R,R) are 
E-coherent, and all critical pairs (r, s) from CP( R,E) such that r < bax are E- 
coherent (observe that r + R/E s, and hence, s C r). Thus, by Lemma 6, q & z,, 
and since p = bux +R,E z,, this means that (p, q) is E-coherent. This again cot- ra- 
diets the choice of ( p, q). Thus, we can conclude that all critical pairs from CP( R,E) 
are E-coherent. Cl 
Fig. 4. 
Combining our results we obtain the following, where for a word u E Z*, u. 
denotes an R&normal form of u. 
Theorem 13. Let R be an E-terminating rewriting system on C. Then R is R, E-convergent 
if and only if 
(i) v(p, q)E CPM(R,R): p. =&,, and 
(ii) v(p, q)EcPM(R,E) ~ZE~*:JI-~,~ Z and z()=E@. 
Since = E is decidable, the reduction -+ R,E is effective for each finite E-terminating 
system R, and so Theorems 10 anti 13 imply the following. 
Corollary 14. The following problem is decidable: 
INSTANCE: A concurrency relation Con alphabet 25, and a$nite E-terminating reavriting 
system R on 2. 
QUESTION: Is R R,E-convergent? 
The complexity of this problem is polynomially related to the lengths of tk 
-jR,E’ reduction sequences generated to obtain R,E-normal forms. Thus, if there 
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exists a polynomial p such that, for all w E Z*, W, can be reached from w in at most 
p( 1 WI) steps, then it is decidable in polynomial time whether or not R is R,E- 
convergent. 
5. Concluding remarks 
If a finite E-terminating rewriting system R is R,E-convergent, then it is in 
particular E-confluent. However, R,E-convergence isonly a sufficient condition for 
E-confluence, not a necessary one. 
ExampEe 1. Let C ={a, 19, c, d}, C = {(a, c), (c, a), (b, d), (d, b)}, and R = 
{(ab, a), (cd, c)}. Then the rule (ab, a) overlaps the left-hand side of the equation 
(ca, ac) E E at position 2 giving the critical pair (acb, ca). However, the word acb 
is in RE-normal form, i.e., this critical pair is not E-coherent. Hence by Theorem 
7, R is not R,E-convergent. 
Obviously, R is E-terminating, and one can verify easily that R is E-confluent, 
i.e., whenever u 9 TR v and u +$R w, then v -3 E-R z and w *E-R z for some z E C*. 
In fact, a finite system R may have infinitely many critical pairs with respect o 
+BR that are incomparable. 
xamplc2. Let ~={O,w4x,yL C=((a,c),(c,a),(b,d),(d,b),(b,x),(~,b), 
(c, x), (x, c)}, and R = {(ab, y), (cd, y)}. Then R is E-terminating, and for each n 3 0, 
acbx”d *E_R CYX" d and acbx”d +E.R ax”yb. Thus, (cyx”d, ax”yb) is a critical pair 
of R with respect o 3 &. The words cyx”d and axnyb are both in E.R-normal 
form. Thus, this critical pair is unresolved. 
Further, if for any words f, g, u, v E z*, fug =E cyx”d and fog =E ax”yb, then 
f=l=g, u = cyx”d, and v = ax”yb. Hence, this critical pair is incomparable to any 
other critical pair R might have with respect o 3g.R. Since this holds for all n 2 0, 
this shows in particular that R has infinitely many incomparable critical pairs with 
respect o 9g.R. 
This is essentially the situation considered by Diekert [6]. However, he uses a 
more general definition of critical pairs. He then presents two restrictions that 
guarantee that a system has only finitely many critical pairs. Translated into our 
notation his first condition states the following: 
V(l,r)ERVad: if a is independent of l, then ar =E ra. 
So let (2, r) E R and a E C such that a and 2 are independent. Then I = bll for 
some b E C -{a}, and (ah, ba) E E. Hence, al =E bal, and al jR ar, i.e., (bal, , ar) E 
CP(R,E). Now bai, =E la ‘R ra = E ur implying that this critical pair is E-coherent. 
Thus, the above condition ensures that certain critical pairs are E-coherent. 
owever, this condition is not necessary as seen from the following example. 
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Example 3. Let C = {a, 6, c}, C = {(a, c), (c, a)}, and R = {(a, bb), (bbc, ebb)). As 
can be checked easily R is E-terminating. Now CPM( R, R) = { (cbba, bbbbc)}, since 
cbba t-R bbca +R,E bbbbc is the only overlap of two rules of R. However, 
cbba -)R cb4 *R bbcbb f-R b4c, i.e., this critical pair is E-confluent. Further, 
CPM(R,E) = {( caa, abbe), (ac, ebb)). But caa +R,E cbba ‘&E cb4 c’& abbe, and 
ac +R,E bbc +RE ebb, i.e., all these pairs are E-coherent. Thus, R is &E-convergent. 
However, a and c are independent, while ebb fE bbc. 
Diekert’s second condition is very technical, and therefore we do not attempt to 
translate it into our notation. In any case our results show that, since the processes 
of E-matching and E-unification with respect o +& are easily computable, the 
reduction relation + R,E is a feasible way to handle partially commutative monoids. 
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